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In simple tests of preference, infants as young as newborns prefer faces and face-like stim-
uli over distractors. Little is known, however, about the development of attention to faces
in complex scenes. We recorded eye-movements of 3-, 6-, and 9-month-old infants and
adults during free-viewing of clips from A Charlie Brown Christmas (an animated film).
The tendency to look at faces increased with age. Using novel computational tools, we
found that 3-month-olds were less consistent (across individuals) in where they looked
than were older infants. Moreover, younger infants’ fixations were best predicted by
low-level image salience, rather than the locations of faces. Between 3 and 9 months of
age, infants gradually focused their attention on faces. We discuss several possible inter-
pretations of this shift in terms of social development, cross-modal integration, and atten-
tional/executive control.

� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

A lot can be learned about our social world from the
faces of others. Faces provide information about age, race,
gender, physical health, emotional state, and focus of
attention, giving observers a window into the mental
states of other human beings. During the first year after
birth, infants begin to extract a large amount of informa-
tion from faces: they begin to recognize identities (Pascalis,
De Haan, Nelson, & De Schonen, 1998), recognize and pre-
fer faces from their own race (Kelly et al., 2005), detect af-
fect (Cohn & Tronick, 1983; Tronick, 1989), and follow gaze
(Corkum & Moore, 1998; Scaife & Bruner, 1975). However,
these sophisticated abilities are of little use if infants do
not look at faces to begin with. Put another way, to extract
information from faces, infants must first attend to them.

Although there is a large literature on the origins and
development of infants’ face representations during in-
fancy, far less research has examined the behavior of
infants outside of controlled laboratory settings. In
particular, both the extent to which infants attend to faces
. All rights reserved.
when other objects are present – as in most real-world sit-
uations – and the extent to which this behavior changes
across development are still largely unknown. The reasons
for this gap in the literature may be both methodological
and theoretical. Methodologically, standard looking-time
paradigms used in infant research typically produce only
qualitative evidence and do not make sense in older popu-
lations; hence it is difficult to design experimental para-
digms whose results can be compared across wide age
ranges. Theoretically, many researchers have been inter-
ested primarily in the question of innateness: whether hu-
man infants are predisposed to treat human faces as
‘‘special” relative to other objects and whether the repre-
sentations underlying these judgments are qualitatively
similar to those used by adults.

Our goal in the current study is to address the resulting
question – how does infants’ attention to faces change
across development – by characterizing the development
of infants’ attention to faces in complex, noisy settings.
To motivate our work, we begin by briefly reviewing two
literatures: first, face perception in infancy and second,
the abilities of adults to detect faces in complex scenes.

A large body of evidence suggests that newborn infants
have a generalized bias to attend to faces and face-like
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stimuli (Cassia, Turati, & Simion, 2004; Farroni et al., 2005;
Johnson, Dziurawiec, Ellis, & Morton, 1991; Simion, Macchi
Cassia, Turati, & Valenza, 2001). This bias may result from
the application of specific face-recognition mechanisms
(Farroni et al., 2005; Johnson et al., 1991; Morton & John-
son, 1991) or more general preferences (Cassia et al.,
2004; Nelson, 2001; Simion et al., 2001). However, exper-
iments in this literature do not establish either the degree
of this preference – what portion of the time infants will
typically look at face – or its robustness – to what extent
infants prefer to look at faces in noisy, real world
situations.

Work on the later development of face processing has
examined the selectivity of infants’ representations of
faces. Much of this work has supported the perceptual nar-
rowing view first proposed in studies of infants’ phonetic
development (Kuhl, 2000; Kuhl, Tsao, & Liu, 2003). On this
view, infants’ face representations become specific to those
types of faces they see most often as they lose the ability to
discriminate the faces of other races and other species dur-
ing the period from 3 to 9 months (Kelly et al., 2005; Kelly
et al., 2007; Pascalis, de Haan, & Nelson, 2002; Pascalis
et al., 2005). For instance, 6-month-olds discriminated
pairs of monkey faces as well as pairs of human faces,
but 9-month-olds provided no evidence of discriminating
pairs of monkey faces (Pascalis et al., 2002); the ability to
make these discriminations was preserved via repeated
exposure to monkey faces (Pascalis et al., 2005). Similarly,
baby monkeys reared with no exposure to faces of any spe-
cies maintained an ability to discriminate both monkey
and human faces, but upon selective exposure to monkey
faces, discrimination of human faces suffered, and vice ver-
sa (Sugita, 2008).

Other research has investigated whether infants’ face
representations exhibit the same behavioral signatures
as adult face processing. For instance, 3-month-olds
(but not 1-month-olds) were found to show prototype ef-
fects, suggesting that by 3 months, infants represent faces
within a ‘‘face-space” that shows some similarities to the
perceptual space of adult face representations (de Haan,
Johnson, Maurer, & Perrett, 2001). Event-related potential
(ERP) research has examined differential responses to in-
verted as opposed to upright faces, a signature of face-
specific processing in adults, and suggests that there is
an inversion effect in some ERP components by 6 months
(de Haan, Pascalis, & Johnson, 2002; Halit, Csibra, Volein,
& Johnson, 2004; Halit, de Haan, & Johnson, 2003). All of
these results shed light on the format of infants’ repre-
sentations of faces, but do not address whether infants
choose to (or are able to) attend to faces in the real
world.

In adults, the question of attention to faces has primar-
ily been investigated via visual search tasks. This literature
suggests that faces are relatively easy to identify, even in
crowded displays (Hershler & Hochstein, 2005; Lewis &
Edmonds, 2003; Lewis & Edmonds, 2005; VanRullen,
2006). For example, Lewis and Edmonds (2005) found that
search for faces in grids of scrambled non-face stimuli was
efficient, with shallow search slopes (search latencies that
did not increase much as the number of distractors in-
creased), suggesting that this search relied on a ‘‘parallel,”
pre-attentive component. In follow-up experiments, they
found that inverting the luminance of faces (which makes
face-identification quite challenging) increased not only
search latencies, but also search slopes. VanRullen
(2006) showed that pop-out effects could also be found
for cars when distractor stimuli were properly controlled,
suggesting that pop-out effects for faces are driven by
their lower-level features (such as phase information)
rather than their social relevance. Regardless of whether
the relevant cues are low-level perceptual cues or high-
er-level, face-specific cues, if infants represent faces in a
qualitatively similar scheme as adults, infants should
show rapid and effortless detection of faces even in dis-
plays with multiple distractors. However, because one
cannot give explicit verbal instructions to infants, it is
impossible to compare how infants and adults perform
in explicit visual search tasks.

In the current study, we measured the extent to which
faces within complex, dynamic scenes draw attention (as
measured by eye-movements) in a task with no explicit
instructions. We presented 3-, 6-, and 9-month-old infants
and adults a series of 4 s clips from an animated children’s
cartoon (A Charlie Brown Christmas; see Fig. 1, top panels)
and used a corneal-reflection eye-tracker to measure
where observers were looking during the video clips.

By using an implicit free-viewing task instead of an ex-
plicit search task, we could eliminate reliance on interpre-
tive assumptions linking looking times after habituation/
familiarization to preference (Haith, 1998) and directly
compare the distribution of attention across a range of
age groups, including adults. Nevertheless, comparing the
viewing behavior of young infants to that of adults can
be problematic: developments in visual acuity (Mayer &
Dobson, 1982) might account for changes in infants’ ten-
dencies to fixate on faces. To control for this possibility,
we showed a separate group of adult participants a version
of our stimuli that had been blurred to simulate the con-
trast sensitivity function of a 3-month-old.

The genesis of this study comes from a previous exper-
iment (Johnson, Davidow, Hall-Haro, & Frank, 2008) in
which the Charlie Brown cartoon was used as an engaging
distractor stimulus. Because children were so drawn to
the Charlie Brown stimulus, we were able to gather a large
amount of data on their fixations patterns, and our anec-
dotal observation of the youngest infants’ fixations sug-
gested that they were distributed far more broadly over
the movie than the fixations of older observers. One
important goal of the current study is to quantify this
observation and examines its developmental time-course.
Despite the schematic, cartoon nature of the faces in Char-
lie Brown, our stimulus provides a visual and linguistic
environment that is rich in social content, enjoyable and
motivating to our infant participants, and far more com-
plex than those used in previous face perception experi-
ments. Thus, infants’ preferences in viewing this
stimulus will give some insight into their attention to
faces in real-world scenes. Of course, no laboratory task
perfectly captures the structure of real experience, and
we will discuss how the details of our stimulus (a cartoon
movie on a small screen) limit our ability to generalize
these results.



Fig. 1. Example stimuli and models (averaged across time) for three different 4 s clips from A Charlie Brown Christmas. The first row depicts time-averaged
stimuli. The second row shows the assignment of predictive probability in the face model for each of these movie clips. The third row shows the assignment
of probability for the low-level salience model. Warmer colors indicate higher probability; probabilities are scaled equally across all images.
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2. Methods

2.1. Participants

The final sample comprised 14 3-month-olds (M
age = 81 days), 14 6-month-olds (M age = 185 days), and
12 9-month-olds (M age = 270 days), and two control
groups of adults, one in the same condition as the infants
(n = 16) and one in an acuity control condition (n = 16) de-
scribed subsequently. Data from participants in a previous
study (Johnson et al., 2008) who met inclusion criteria for
this study were included in the 3-month-old group.

2.2. Inclusion criteria

Infants were included in the final sample if their point-
of-gaze (POG) was recorded for at least 50% of the movies
and if their average point-of-gaze across the 24 viewings of
the central fixation point was less than 2� from the center
(the fixation point had a radius of�1�). Fourteen additional
3-month-olds, nine 6-month-olds, and 14 9-month-olds
completed the study but were excluded on the basis of
these restrictions. We smoothed eye-movement data using
a bilateral filtering algorithm (Durand & Dorsey, 2002).
This algorithm eliminates jitter in fixation (in some cases
caused by inconsistent binocular calibrations, primarily
in the 3-month-old group) while preserving saccades. We
also interpolated across losses of point-of-gaze lasting less
than 100 ms with cubic splines (polynomial smoothing
functions). Results without smoothing and interpolation
did not differ qualitatively from the results reported here.
2.3. Stimulus and presentation

Our stimulus was a 4 min section of A Charlie Brown
Christmas (Melendez, 1965), broken into 24 separate 10 s
segments, each consisting of a movie (4 s), a central fixa-
tion point (2 s), and a pair of random-dot kinematograms
(4 s) included for an unrelated experiment. Here, we report
only the responses to the cartoon; responses to the kinem-
atograms are reported elsewhere (Johnson et al., 2008).
Stimuli were presented on a 43 cm flat panel monitor. At
the viewing distance of 60 cm, the 18.5 � 12.4 cm stimulus
subtended 17.5 � 11.8� visual angle. The soundtrack from
the movie played throughout, creating a sense of continu-
ity. Central-fixation points were dynamic, infant-friendly
toys accompanied by characteristic sounds. Acuity control
stimuli were constructed by blurring the movies with a
Gaussian filter (with standard deviation of �0.5�) to simu-
late the acuity limit and contrast sensitivity function of a 3-
month old (Norcia, Tyler, & Hamer, 1990). A Tobii ET-17
binocular corneal-reflection eye-tracker was used for stim-
ulus presentation and data collection.

3. Results

Our dataset consisted of the record of each participant’s
point-of-gaze as he or she viewed each movie. Our first
analysis assessed changes in the proportion of time each
group spent looking at the faces of the characters in the
movies (Fig. 2). We conducted a one-way ANOVA with
mean proportion looking to faces as the dependent vari-
able and age group as the factor. We found that changes
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Fig. 2. Box-and-whisker plot of percent dwell time to faces by group.
Boxes represent median, lower and upper quartiles; whiskers represent
minimum and maximum values.

2 All statistical tests in the entropy analysis are conducted on group data
for each movie clip (as in a ‘‘by items” analysis), since density estimates are
computed across all infants in a group at once, rather than for each infant
(producing one entropy value for each group on each movie).
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in attention to faces across development were highly sig-
nificant (F(3,52) = 46.61, p < .0001), with all pair-wise dif-
ferences significant as well (all ps < .01 in Tukey post-hoc
tests).

A particularly striking feature of these data was the
wide distribution of 3-month-olds’ fixations. Three-
month-olds did not look at faces as much as other groups,
but viewing the replays of their gaze did not reveal another
obvious focus of interest such as bodies or hands.1 We ap-
plied two analysis techniques to further characterize the
changes in distribution of gaze across groups. Each is
adapted from accepted statistical methods, but to our
knowledge neither has previously been applied in precisely
this form to eye-movement records, and so we discuss each
analysis in some detail.

3.1. Entropy analysis

In our first analysis, we characterized the distribution of
each group’s fixations via a kernel density estimate which
we obtained by smoothing the fixations of each age group
on each movie (Hastie, Tibshirani, & Friedman, 2001). This
technique produced a three-dimensional probability distri-
bution reflecting the probability of fixation at each X- and
Y-value over time (Fig. 3 shows two-dimensional versions
of these distributions produced by averaging across time).
We then used Shannon entropy to characterize the predict-
ability of these distributions (MacKay, 2003). Entropy is
measured in bits of information and all our analyses are
conducted over the entropy (in bits) of the distribution of
fixations. Higher entropy (a larger number of bits) reflects
more uncertainty about samples from a distribution; in the
context of a distribution over eye-movements, higher en-
tropy can be interpreted as greater uncertainty in predict-
1 Sample videos of the kernel density estimates that we used for 3-
month-olds and adults in the entropy analysis, the blurred stimulus from
the adult control, and the face and salience maps we used in the salience
map analysis can all be found online at http://tedlab.mit.edu/~mcfrank/
papers.html.
ing where new individuals in a group would look. This
method provides a principled statistical method for char-
acterizing the spread of each group’s fixations while taking
account of the temporal structure of the eye-movement
data (see Appendix A for more details).

As Fig. 3 reveals, we saw a pronounced narrowing in the
spread of fixations across age, reflecting a tighter distribu-
tion of attention. Reflecting this narrowing, we found de-
creases in the average number of bits needed to
characterize the distribution of attention; a one-way ANO-
VA with bits of entropy on each movie as the dependent
measure and age group as the factor was statistically sig-
nificant (F(3,96) = 39.79, p < .0001)2. Means and standard
deviations are shown in Table 1. Tukey post-hoc tests be-
tween age groups showed statistically significant decreases
in entropy between 3 and 6 months (t(48) = �2.29, p < .05)
and between 9-month-olds and adults (t(48) = �2.53,
p < .05). This decrease in entropy reflects the greater consis-
tency of fixation targets across individuals in the older infant
and adult groups.

3.2. Salience map analysis

In our second analysis, we investigated the causes of
the decrease in entropy we observed by identifying the
particular image properties that drew the attention of
our participants. We examined two possible hypotheses:
first, that infants’ fixations would be drawn primarily by
faces, and second, that infants’ fixations would be directed
primarily to low-level perceptual salience (the attractive-
ness of basic perceptual features such as color, luminance,
and motion). We defined two predictive models based on
the contents of the movies that participants saw (Fig. 1):
the face model assumed that fixations would be directed
primarily to movie regions that contained faces, whereas
the perceptual salience model (Itti & Koch, 2001; Koch &
Ullman, 1985) assumed that fixations would be directed
to image regions proportional to their salience. Faces were
hand-coded3, while salience was computed as a linear com-
bination of motion (temporal luminance contrast) and spa-
tial luminance contrast (usually from edges such as object
or surface boundaries in the image). Intuitively, this analy-
sis allowed us to measure the extent to which perceptual
saliency and social semantic content predicted eye-move-
ments for each group (for more details of this analysis,
see Appendix B).

We first asked whether there were significant changes
in model fit (how well the models predicted behavior)
across the three infant groups and the adults. To quantify
Because of the extensive anthropomorphization of Snoopy (the
animated dog that appears in the upper-left panel of Fig. 1) – he uses
tools, reads a script, and stands upright – and because his face is a target of
fixations across all age groups, we included Snoopy’s face in the face model.
However, in the section on control analyses below, we consider only the
movie clips which do not include him; this analysis confirms that the
effects we report are not driven by fixations on Snoopy’s face over human
faces.

http://tedlab.mit.edu/~mcfrank/papers.html
http://tedlab.mit.edu/~mcfrank/papers.html


Fig. 3. Example kernel density estimates (averaged across time) corresponding to the clips shown in Fig. 1. Rows are data from (top to bottom) 3-month-
olds, 6-month-olds, 9-month-olds, and adults. Warmer colors indicate higher probability; probabilities are scaled equally across all images.

Table 1
Mean entropy (standard deviation) across movies and age groups.

3-Month-olds 6-Month-olds 9-Month-olds Adults

15.12 (.24) 14.84 (.30) 14.68 (.25) 14.32 (.27)
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Fig. 4. Fit of face, low-level salience, and chance models to experimental
data. Higher values indicate greater mean fixation probability for infants
of that group. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean across
participants. Because the likelihood of an infant fixating any given pixel is
a priori very small, these probabilities are very low in absolute terms.
Nonetheless, when examined relative to the two different models of
fixation, they show reliable changes across groups.
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the predictive success of these two models, we calculated
the likelihood of each infant’s fixations on a particular mo-
vie under each model. The probability of a sequence of
independent fixations is expressed as the product of the
probabilities of each individual fixation. However, simply
multiplying these probabilities would make the data of in-
fants with more fixations (because of fewer blinks or losses
of track) less probable than the data of infants with fewer
fixations and more lost data, simply because the product of
more probabilities will be on average smaller. To avoid this
bias, we took the mean of each infant’s fixation likelihoods
for each clip. The arithmetic mean would under-weight
low-probability events; therefore, we computed the geo-
metric mean of infants’ fixation likelihoods within movie
clips.

These mean likelihoods of fixation are plotted in
Fig. 4. Because these model fits were normally distrib-
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uted for each subject across movies (and hence not sub-
ject to the same problem with low-probability events as
individual fixations), we calculated the arithmetic mean
model fit for each participant by averaging across the dif-
ferent movie clips. We then computed an ANOVA over
these data. We used mean likelihood for each participant
as the dependent measure, with age (3 months/6
months/9 months/adults) and model (faces/salience) as
factors. We found main effects of both age (F(3,104) =
49.23, p < .0001) and model (F(1,104) = 26.56, p < .0001),
as well as a significant interaction of the two
(F(3,104) = 16.38, p < .0001), These results were similar
when the same analysis was conducted using mean like-
lihood for each movie clip, averaging across participants
(as in a conventional ‘‘by items” analysis, rather than a
‘‘by participants” analysis). Likelihoods for both models
increased across development (likely reflecting the de-
crease in entropy – hence an increase in predictability
– that we observed across development). To follow up
this analysis we conducted planned paired t-tests, com-
paring the fit of the two models for each age group. At
3 months, fixations were best predicted not by the loca-
tions of faces but by the perceptual salience of various
regions of the image (t(13) = �3.23, p = .006); at 6
months neither model predicted better than the other
(t(13) = 1.37, p = .19); and at 9 months the face model
predicted better than the low-level salience model
(t(11) = 2.69, p = .02). Thus, younger infants’ fixations
(though predicted less well by any model than older in-
fants’ fixations) were better predicted by low-level image
features, while older infants’ fixations were best pre-
dicted by the location of faces.
4. Control analyses

Because of the complexity of the data we gathered, as
well as the rich but relatively uncontrolled nature of our
stimuli, there are a number of possible confounds to the re-
sults reported above. In the following sub-sections we dis-
cuss subsidiary analyses which examine these potential
confounds, including controls for the acuity of younger in-
fants, random fixation by younger infants, irrelevant cine-
matic features, and the short length of the movie clips.

4.1. Did changes in visual acuity cause the developmental
changes we observed?

Results from the adult control with blurred movies sug-
gested that the development of visual acuity does not ac-
count for the interaction of age and salience model we
observed. Eye-movements of adults who viewed the Char-
lie Brown clips blurred to match the contrast sensitivity of a
3-month-old were equally well predicted by the face mod-
el as those of adults who saw the unmodified movies
(t(30) = .63, p = .54). In addition, there was no difference
in entropy of fixations between adults in the blurred and
un-blurred conditions (t(48) = �.75, p = .46) and no differ-
ence in dwell time on faces (t(30) = 1.50, p = .15). These re-
sults suggest that low acuity was not alone responsible for
the greater spread of younger infants’ fixations.
4.2. Do younger infants fixate more randomly?

To better understand the fit of our models to the youn-
gest infants’ fixations, we conducted an additional analysis.
Roughly speaking, there are two major differences be-
tween the salience model and the face model: first, the sal-
ience model predicts eye-movements to different targets
than the face model, and second, it predicts a broader
spread of fixations (because salient targets are distributed
more broadly than faces). We were concerned that 3-
month-olds might be less predictable on account of being
more random; thus the better fit of the low-level model
to their data might be driven exclusively by the models’
breadth, with some random fixations obscuring otherwise
face-directed looking.

Thus, we needed to test directly our claim that the sal-
iency model better predicted 3-month-olds’ fixations be-
cause it predicted greater attention to different targets
than the face model – targets identified by their salience,
not simply by virtue of their not being faces. To test this,
we split the video clips into two different categories: those
where the face and salience models predicted looking to
relatively similar regions of the movie, and those movies
where the two models predicted looking to relatively dis-
similar regions of the movie. We split the movies in this
way using the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence between
the two models (MacKay, 2003). KL divergence is an infor-
mation-theoretic measure related to entropy (and simi-
larly measured in bits of information). The KL divergence
between two distributions measures the differences be-
tween them by quantifying the amount of uncertainty in
one distribution given the other.

We used the KL divergence measure to ask how differ-
ent the face and salience models were for each video. A
high divergence between the two models for a particular
movie clip indicated that there were many perceptually
salient regions of the movie other than faces. In contrast,
a low divergence between the two models indicated that
faces were among the most salient stimuli. In low-diver-
gence clips, the predictions of the two models were con-
founded – faces were the most salient stimuli. Therefore,
fixations on faces could be driven by perceptual salience
and fixations on salient regions could be driven by the fact
that the salient regions were faces; in this situation there is
no way to distinguish the contributions of salience and
faces. In the high-divergence movies, however, the two
models make different predictions: non-face regions are
most salient, so these clips are much more diagnostic of
whether fixations are being directed at faces, or salient re-
gions. Using this logic, we could assess whether the sal-
iency model better predicted 3-month-olds’ fixations
because it predicted that attention would be drawn to dif-
ferent regions of the movies than faces.

We examined the fit of the two models to 3-month-olds’
fixations on both the high- and low-divergence movies
(Fig. 5) using an ANOVA with infants’ mean likelihood of fix-
ation as dependent variable and divergence (high/low) and
model (face/salience) as factors. We found significant ef-
fects both of model (F(1,52) = 12.76, p < .001) and diver-
gence between models (F(1,52) = 17.46, p = .0001) and a
trend towards an interaction of the two (F(1,52) = 3.16,
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Fig. 5. Mean likelihood for 3-month-olds under face and salience models
across high and low KL divergence movies.
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p = .08). This results suggests that infants were not simply
looking at faces like adults with the addition of random fix-
ation noise – if they were, the breadth of the salience model
would account for random fixations equally well in both
sets of movie clips (and there should be no main effect of
divergence and no trend towards an interaction). Instead,
fixations in movies where the non-face regions are more
salient were better predicted by the perceptual salience
model than by the face model. We conclude, therefore, that
the eye-movements of 3-month-olds were being driven by
salience, rather than being solely the product of a highly
noisy face preference.

4.3. Did irrelevant cinematic features of the cartoons cause
the differences we observed?

Another possible explanation for the scattered fixations
of younger infants invokes the specific properties of our
cartoon stimuli. Perhaps the presence of moving back-
grounds, cuts, camera movements, and Snoopy (the ani-
mated dog present in some clips) confused 3- and 6-
month-olds, leading to the greater scatter in their fixations.
To test this hypothesis, we identified 10 of the 25 movie
clips in our study that contained no moving backgrounds,
cuts, camera movements, or animals. We conducted an
age by model ANOVA individually for each of these 10
clips, again using mean likelihood of fixation as dependent
variable and including age (3, 6 and 9 months) and model
(faces/salience) as factors. The same trend reported in our
original salience map analysis was present in each of these
10 movies; the face model was more predictive of 9-
month-olds’ attention whereas the salience model was
more predictive of 3-month-olds’ attention. The presence
of the observed trend (as opposed to its reverse) occurring
by chance in all 10 clips is highly unlikely (sign test
p = .002). Even given the very limited dataset used in this
control analysis (analyzing fixations on each video clip
individually), the crossover interaction we observed
reached significance in 5 of the 10 video clips. Thus, even
when viewing animated faces talking on a static back-
ground, 3-month-olds’ fixations were guided less by faces
than those of 9-month-olds.

4.4. Did the short length of our clips cause developmental
differences in fixation?

Our movie clips were each 4 s in duration. Perhaps
younger infants were simply unable to orient to faces as
quickly as older infants. To test this explanation, we con-
ducted a split-half analysis by testing our models sepa-
rately on the first and second halves of each clip. We
introduced order as a factor into our analyses, using a 3-
way group (3-/6-/9-month-old/adult) �model (faces/sal-
ience) � half (first/second half) ANOVA. We found main ef-
fects of all three factors (F(3,192) = 16.92, p < .0001;
F(1,192) = 116.50, p < .0001; F(1,192) = 71.45, p < .0001),
as well as significant two-way interactions of group and
model as reported in the first analysis (F(3,192) = 8.02,
p < .0001) and a significant two-way interaction of model
and order (F(1,192) = 48.60, p < .0001), but no interaction
of group and order (F(3,192) = 0.01, p = .99) and no evi-
dence of a three-way interaction of group, model, and or-
der (F(3,192) = 0.48, p = 69). The results of this analysis
suggest that all groups look more at faces during the sec-
ond half of the clip. However, the lack of a group by order
interaction or a three-way interaction strongly suggest
that the length of the clips did not differentially affect
younger infants (for example, by pushing them more to-
wards non-face aspects of the clips during the first half).

5. General discussion

Anecdotally, many parents remember the first day
when their infant was interested in looking at their faces
rather than the window-blinds or the ceiling fan (regions
of high contrast and motion). While the impression of a
sharp transition may be mistaken, our results suggest that
there is some general truth to the impression of a shift be-
tween looking at perceptual salience and looking at faces.
In the current study we found evidence of this shift
through observation of the fixation patterns of infants
and adults as they viewed clips from an animated movie:
schematic yet highly engaging social stimuli. We observed
a dramatic increase in looking toward faces across devel-
opment. We probed the origins of this increase through
two novel analyses: first, an analysis of the entropy of fix-
ations which found that consistency of fixation targets
across individuals increased over development; second, a
salience map analysis which suggested that 3-month-olds’
fixations were better predicted by a low-level model of im-
age salience than by a model that predicted looking to
faces and hence were likely scattered more broadly be-
cause they were attending to a range of salient objects
throughout the scene. The developmental pattern we ob-
served was present even in parts of the cartoon that had
no cuts or camera motion and was not generated by
changes in acuity across development or by the short
length of the clips. Thus, whatever predispositions to look
at faces that infants may bring with them into the world,
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these predispositions did not yield attention to faces in our
stimulus as consistently in younger infants as in older
ones.

Three developmental changes might contribute in
various degrees to the pattern of results we observed: the
development of a preference to look at faces as a social infor-
mation source, the development of sensitivity to the inter-
modal coordination between faces and speech, and the
development of attentional/inhibitory mechanisms allow-
ing for the suppression of salient background stimuli in favor
of faces. We hope that disentangling the relative contribu-
tions of these three factors will be a focus of further work.

The first possible factor in the greater looking to faces
that we observed is a direct increase in infants’ preference
for looking at faces. Faces are highly relevant information
sources for the kind of social inferences that children are
beginning to make robustly during the latter part of their
first year (e.g., Carpenter, Nagell, Tomasello, Butterworth,
& Moore, 1998; Corkum & Moore, 1998). It may simply
be the case that infants gradually become aware of the rel-
evance of faces as a source of social information. This kind
of developmental trend could arise either through the ac-
tion of gradual reinforcement (e.g., Triesch, Teuscher,
Deák, & Carlson, 2006), through some kind of biased learn-
ing (e.g., Morton & Johnson, 1991), or through a matura-
tional process (e.g., Baron-Cohen, 1995). Thus the pattern
of data we observed could be attributed simply to infants’
motivation to look at faces.

However, a second possible factor is the development of
a greater sensitivity to intermodal regularities. Because our
videos were accompanied by dialogue, perhaps older in-
fants were better equipped to notice the correspondence
between the dialogue and the moving mouths on the faces
of the characters in the video clips, leading to an increase
in looking at the faces. Certainly, intermodal redundancy
is a very powerful cue for learning and can allow for the
extraction of cross-modally salient stimulus regularities
(Bahrick & Lickliter, 2000). In the specific case of the inter-
modal relationship between speech and faces, Dodd (1979)
reported matching between voices and faces on the basis
of lip/voice synchrony in 2-month-olds, and Kuhl and
Meltzoff (1982) gave evidence that this synchrony relied
on the spectral information present in vowels. Thus, some
intermodal speech-to-face matching ability is present rela-
tively early in development. However, further experimen-
tal work will be necessary to determine whether changes
in the perception of intermodal correspondence between
faces and speech in natural settings could account for our
results.

The clearest test of intermodal synchrony as the domi-
nant factor would be a replication of our findings using an
uninformative, unsynchronized soundtrack. We conducted
a control study with 16 adults by replacing the coordinated
dialogue in our movie clips with unsynchronized classical
music. This manipulation decreased looking to faces, but
only to the level of 9-month-olds, suggesting that a seman-
tically and temporally congruous audio-track accounts for
the majority of the difference between 9-month-olds and
adults, but that additional factors develop prior to 9
months of age. However, results from adult studies can
provide at best indirect evidence; studies with infants are
necessary to test the intermodal synchrony hypothesis
directly.

A third possible factor in older infants’ and adults’
greater looking to faces might be developmental changes
in the mechanisms governing attentional control. Under
this hypothesis, all infants might share the same prefer-
ence for faces, but differ in their abilities to orient to them
consistently and to suppress the effects of distracting back-
ground information. Certainly, there is a large body of evi-
dence suggesting major changes in these abilities across
the first year (e.g., Amso & Johnson, 2005, in press; Butcher,
Kalverboer, & Geuze, 2000; Johnson et al., 1991), but it is
not known if limitations in orienting can account or the
developmental pattern we observed. Current experiments
are testing this possibility.

5.1. Limitations of our stimuli

A common concern in interpreting the results of any
experiment is that the stimuli may not be representative
of the real world. This concern is especially justified in
the current study, where we used short clips from an ani-
mated movie as stimuli. To what extent can we generalize
our conclusions in this study to the behavior of infants out-
side the lab? Some aspects of the differences between ani-
mated movies and real visual experience might serve to
increase the trends we observed. If anything, the real world
is noisier, more cluttered, less centrally organized, and less
face-dominated than the schematic world of Charlie Brown.
These factors might contribute to an even stronger bias in
younger infants to look to non-face targets. On the other
hand, the schematic nature of the faces in our cartoons
might decrease young infants’ ability to recognize them
as faces. While this concern is plausible, we believe that
the current literature does not support it. Schematic faces
have repeatedly been shown to attract the attention of
very young infants (Farroni et al., 2005; Morton & Johnson,
1991). Moreover, as infants mature, their face representa-
tions become more detailed (Cohen & Strauss, 1979; Haith,
Bergman, & Moore, 1977): a mismatch between our sche-
matic cartoon faces and the details of real world faces
would predict the opposite developmental trend from the
one we observed – a decrease, rather than an increase, in
looking to schematic faces with age. Thus, although cau-
tion is warranted in interpreting the generality of our re-
sults, and future experiments will need to be conducted
with more life-like stimuli, we believe that the current
study is an important first step in measuring the looking
behavior of infants in noisy, cluttered environments.

5.2. Methodological innovations

Although our goal in the current work was to investi-
gate the development of infants’ looking to faces, the
methods we employed may have broad applications to
other questions in development. Because all of our analy-
ses rely on free-viewing with no explicit instructions, they
are applicable to groups from early infancy to adulthood,
avoiding some of the issues of changing preferences that
characterize methods like habituation and violation of
expectation (Hunter & Ames, 1988; Aslin, 2007). In
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addition, our use of eye-tracking combined with multiple
discrete movie clips allows us to make more precise mea-
surements of individual infants by evaluating their perfor-
mance across multiple trials. Though much future work
will be needed to validate our measures in individual in-
fants, the type of design we employed holds the promise
of creating measures that are reliable estimates of prefer-
ences for individuals. In turn, reliable measures of individ-
ual infants’ preferences could be used in studies that use
individual differences to test detailed developmental
claims (see Johnson et al., 2008, for a recent example) as
well as opening the door to clinical applications that re-
quire high precision in individual patients.

6. Conclusions

In early infancy, a weak bias for faces may suffice to
spur learning about conspecifics across a variety of real
world contexts. This same weak bias – whatever its origins
– is likely to account for infant performance in face percep-
tion experiments employing face stimuli in isolation. But
our results suggest that this initial bias, whether domain-
general or face-specific, is only a small part of the story.
To understand how infants come to appreciate the impor-
tance of faces, future work must focus not only on the ori-
gins of early face preferences but also on the mechanisms
underlying the later development of attention to faces.
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Appendix A. Entropy analysis details

To measure the spread of infants’ fixations, we plotted
the fixations of infants from each group as points within a
three-dimensional probability distribution (X position, Y
position, and time). We then smoothed this distribution
by convolving it with a Gaussian kernel (Hastie et al.,
2001) which spread probability mass around discrete fix-
ation points to reflect both our uncertainty about the ex-
act eye position, as well as the assumption of a continuous
distribution of attention in the region surrounding where
fixations were observed. The kernel we chose was isotro-
pic in space with a standard deviation of 100 pixels but
truncated in time to extend only into the past with a stan-
dard deviation of 165 ms (reflecting that fixations may
only be driven by movie content preceding the fixation,
and that the focus of covert attention shifts to a particular
spatial location before eye-movements are directed there
(Peterson, Kramer, & Irwin, 2004). We then calculated
the Shannon entropy (H) of this distribution (which we
notate A) by

HðAÞ ¼ �
X

x;y;t

pðAx;y;tÞlog2pðAx;y;tÞ

where p(Ax,y,t) reflects the smoothed estimate of the prob-
ability of a fixation at a point in A given by x, y and t.
Appendix B. Salience map analysis details

We constructed the face-based model by hand-coding
the bounding ellipse of the faces present in each frame of
the movies. We then smoothed the resulting frame maps
with a Gaussian kernel (ensuring that fixations immedi-
ately outside the face itself were given some probability
of having been on the face but misdirected by tracker er-
ror). We additionally added a small uniform probability
(1% of total) to the face map to give fixations outside of
the face non-zero probabilities.

To construct the salience model, we first computed
spatial contrast maps for luminance, orientation, and col-
or, a motion/flicker map (temporal luminance contrast),
and a color saturation map (for similar approaches to com-
puting perceptual saliency from images, see Itti & Baldi,
2006). All spatial contrast maps were computed by con-
volving difference-of-Gaussians (Enroth-Cugell & Robson,
1966) filters with feature maps. The standard deviations
of the positive and negative Gaussians were roughly 0.5�
and 0.3�. For luminance contrast, the feature map was
the sum of the three color channels. For orientation con-
trast, the feature maps were differences in orientation en-
ergy (difference of output between full-wave rectified
orthogonal gabors). Two such orientation energy maps
were defined: 0–90� and 45–135�, then the spatial con-
trast from each of these maps were summed. This orienta-
tion contrast is a specific type of second-order contrast
which often defines surface boundaries (Sutter, Sperling,
& Chubb, 1995), and thus may plausibly drive attention.
Color contrast was calculated by converting RGB values
from the movies into Yrb space, physiologically-based col-
or space (MacLeod & Boynton, 1979), and then computing
spatial contrast individually for the r and b dimensions for
RG-contrast and BY-contrast, respectively. Motion and
flicker were approximated as temporal luminance contrast
(the square of frame-to-frame pixel-wise luminance
change). Saturation maps were created by transforming
color values to a hue-saturation-luminance space and iso-
lating the saturation value. It should be noted that each of
these analyses was applied across the entire frame,
regardless of whether a particular pixel was in a face or
not – thus, salient features predict some looking to faces
(since faces usually differ from the background), simply
less than the face model.

Each of these features was computed over each frame of
each Charlie Brown movie to create a set of three-dimen-
sional feature-based maps. We used each feature individu-
ally to predict fixations. Across groups, motion and
luminance contrast were most predictive, with orientation
highly confounded with luminance and the three color
terms less predictive (though of the three, red–green con-
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trast was best). Accordingly, we created a single salience
map by summing luminance and motion information with
equal weights. This saliency map was converted into a pre-
diction of the distribution of attention by assuming that
people would fixate regions of space proportionally to
how salient they were relative to everything else in the
scene; thus we simply normalized the saliency maps to
integrate to 1 at each frame to generate model predictions.
We added the same small uniform noise term as in the face
model.

We also created a chance model (shown in Fig. 4) by
assuming that infants’ fixations would be uniform across
the movie; we experimented with another chance model
that preferred central fixations but found only minor dif-
ferences in prediction.

In order to evaluate the fit of the models to the fixations
of different groups, we computed the probability of fixation
at a particular location for each recorded timestep by each
participant for each model. We then took the geometric
mean across time in each clip to create a likelihood value
for each participant in each movie; we used these values
as the basis of our further analyses. This analysis can
be thought of as a maximum-likelihood comparison of
models; or equivalently, as Bayesian model selection
(Gelman, Carlin, Stern, & Rubin, 2004) with a uniform prior.
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